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Harvest Management Update Meeting

Grower representatives met with Wilmar Cane Supply managers and officers on Wednesday to review the harvest progress and
crushing operations.
The meeting is held every three weeks and is conducted as a form of review and to decide on remedial activity to address identified
issues that impact normal operations such as weather interruptions on harvesting and mill breakdowns.
CANEGROWERS Burdekin members were represented by Members Services Manager Wayne Smith and Director Sib Torrisi.
Harvest & Transport Safety
There are still reports of haul out drivers operating in delivery sidings while the loco is working in the siding. As per safety
inductions drivers are requested to keep clear of the siding until the loco has completed bin collection operations.
Wilmar experienced two derailments in the period one where a loco walked off the track
due to a grower carrying out repairs to the road had applied road base across the rail
head and into the flangeway of the rails crossing the road. Also there was reports of third
parties tampering with siding points and the couplings of bins sitting in sidings as well as
an instance where two locos were required to move the train from a siding that had a
buildup of spilt billets impeding movement.
Factory Performance
Pioneer Production Manager Doug Sockhill (deputising for Paul Turnbull) updated the meeting on the stoppages that had occurred
since the last meeting and of any planned cleaning or maintenance stops in the coming week.
Rates are being limited at Invicta as higher ccs levels impact on the pan stage, an issue with the B Shredder feed roller have been
resolved but attention is still required on the diffuser chain; Kalamia has experienced heightened mud levels; Inkerman’s reliability
is improving and higher ccs at Pioneer with issues around evaporators, vacuum leaks and pan stage being the main challenges.
Dextran levels that vary from day to day is still an issue at all mill sites.
Doug said that Wilmar’s focus is on maximising throughput and that hotter weather will slow operations.
Estimates, Equities and Transfers
Again isolated and varied storm rain that occurred in different parts of the district at times over the last three weeks has impacted
some harvest groups but each mill area Logistics officers appear to be satisfied that this impact has been addressed and is quickly
being overcome.
Once again this section of the meeting was spent discussing the blowout in equity of the same group mentioned in previous
meetings; remedial action around working rdo’s was proposed in an attempt to address the deteriorating equity position.
Wilmar Transport Manager Peter Luke informed the meeting that to date that approx. 20000 tonnes has been transferred from
Kalamia to Invicta and that there is other transfers yet to action mainly between Pioneer and Invicta.
Cane Supply Manager Steve Postma spoke to a presentation on a revised technical budget to crush the remaining tonnage of the
revised estimate and the forecast finish dates for several different scenarios which appears to be a progressive finish across the
district’s mills over the last two weeks of December. The usual caveats of crop estimate, mill performance or reliability and weather
apply to any forecast.
Next Meeting : The next Harvest Management meeting is set down for three weeks ’ time which will be Wednesday 23rd
November 2016. If you have any issues you would like raised at the next meeting let Wayne know on 4790 3604 or 0428 834 802.
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Crush statistics
2016
estimate
8,750,000

69%

CROP CRUSHED
TO DATE

Week 21 as at 29/10/2016

6,023,983
tonnes

Burdekin CCS Per Week

The forecast crop has been revided up
from 8,700,000 tonnes to 8,750,000
tonnes. Budget crush rates have also
been reviewed and adjusted.
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South Bank - in the final week of 2016
North Bank - in the week before
Christmas

2014 12.81 12.41 12.52 13.17 13.78 14.16 14.24 14.38 14.50 14.75 14.83 15.21 14.82 15.07 15.19 15.27 14.90 15.12 15.22 15.47 15.45
2015 12.39 12.84 13.35 13.66 13.91 14.28 14.37 14.58 14.76 14.94 15.08 15.13 15.28 15.47 15.68 15.84 16.00 16.04 15.90 15.76 15.92

2016 11.87 12.22 10.94 12.12 12.57 12.64

12.11 12.74 13.20 13.45 13.43 13.78 14.27 14.38 14.58 14.74 14.47 14.76 14.44 14.63

Burdekin Tonnes Cut Per Week
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Crush Week
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MEDIA
RELEASE
Member for Burdekin and Shadow Minister for Agriculture Dale Last has called for Wilmar Group CEO Mr Kuok Khoon
Hong to visit the Burdekin region to accelerate a resolution between Wilmar and cane growers in relation to sugar
marketing arrangements.
“Today I have written to chairman and chief executive officer of the Wilmar Group Mr Kuok Khoon Hong, in Singapore, to visit the
Burdekin as soon as practicable to meet with local cane growers,” Mr Last said.
“Given that the Burdekin is Australia’s most productive cane growing area, and that Wilmar owns all sugar mills in the Burdekin,
it’s appropriate that Mr Kuok visits to assure growers that Wilmar is committed to offering supply contracts to farmers that are fair
and reasonable.
“I acknowledge that it has been a challenging time for all stakeholders but I believe it’s important that Mr Kuok provide leadership
on this issue and visit to gain first hand an understanding of our cane growers. A visit from him could be the impetus to achieve a
swift resolution.
“I have been speaking with growers and millers representatives, and it concerns me that an outcome has not been reached in
relation to supply contracts, particularly when growers are now planting next year’s crop. Farmers can’t have their cane processed
unless they have a supply contract with Wilmar and they’re saying that the contract on offer is unacceptable.
“It’s imperative that all parties reach an agreement that delivers genuine competition in sugar marketing to ensure ongoing
security for growers and millers,” he said.
CANEGROWERS Burdekin comment:
Canegrowers Burdekin has been in regular communication with the Shadow Minister for Agriculture MP Dale Last and we
appreciate Mr. Last’s actions in calling for Wilmar Group CEO Mr. Kuok Khoon Hong to visit the Burdekin region to accelerate a
resolution. Particularly as the regions growers are suffering mental stress and financial impact from being denied the ability to
forward price due to Wilmar’s actions in cancelling the regions long standing supply agreements.
Recently representative groups from all regions that supply Wilmar mills came together in Townsville. The outcome of the
meeting was clear, growers were united in their view that they will fight to stop Wilmar stripping them of their rights to utilise QSL,
the successful Australian, not for profit, non-taxable, industry owned, marketing company. One action from this meeting was to
issue an invitation to Mr Kuok to meet with the group in Australia or Singapore with the goal of resolving what was seen as a
negotiation stalemate between Wilmar and QSL. Mr Kuok declined this invitation stating that he does not believe it appropriate for
him to intervene in commercial negotiations in Australia indicating he was confident that the Australian Wilmar management team
would resolve the matter.
It has been a long time since all Burdekin Collectives were united but Wilmar’s actions have achieved this. Phil Marano, Chair of
Canegrowers Burdekin stated following the Townsville meeting “the relationship between growers and the miller has never been
so bad. Historically, when the price of raw sugar has been at these attractive levels growers have been putting as much land
under cane as they could. Due to Wilmar’s actions, what is happening today is that cane farmers are looking to diversify into
alternate crops so they are not solely reliant on Wilmar.”

Representatives from CANEGROWERS Burdekin, Herbert River, Proserpine and Plane Creek plus representatives from Pioneer, Invicta and
Kalamia collectives and representatives from CANEGROWERS Qld and ACFA
are united in their view that they will fight to stop Wilmar stripping them of their rights to utilise QSL
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Queensland Labor MP Leanne Donaldson stands
down from Cabinet amid controversy over
unpaid rates
Queensland Agriculture Minister Leanne Donaldson has
resigned from Cabinet following a day of mounting revelations
about her personal finances.

Ms Donaldson this morning apologised to the Bundaberg City
Council and the people of her electorate, and said an
outstanding council rates debt of almost $8,000 was paid on
Wednesday.
The payment came as the council voted to pursue the sale of
properties with rate arrears unpaid for three years or more.
In Parliament, Ms Donaldson also admitted she had missed
some mortgage payments two years ago. She also admitted
she had not paid her registration on time and drove after the
registration expired.
Ms Donaldson stated, "Clearly this does not meet the high
Debra Burden CANEGROWERS Burdekin General Manager,
standards set by the Premier for all members of the
Government, I therefore informed the Premier tonight of my Cathy O’Toole Federal Member for Herbert, Leanne Donaldson former
Agriculture Minister and Coralee O’Rourke Minister Assisting the
decision to resign as a minister."
Premier on North Queensland

Ms Donaldson became the Member for Bundaberg in 2015, and received a base salary of $155,621 plus an allowance of $59,319
as the Chair of the Communities, Disability and Domestic and Family Violence Prevention Committee.
In December of that year she became the Minister for Agriculture and Fisheries, heading up a department with a budget of more
than $453 million, and bringing her salary with additional allowances to $321,713 or $12,331 a fortnight.

Innovation in
agriculture

Earlier this year a number of growers joined an Innovation in
Agriculture bus tour which featured visits to a number of cane
farms.
In April 2016, forward-thinking land managers from the
Mackay region joined their counterparts in the Wet Tropics
and Burdekin for a cross-regional Innovation in Agriculture bus
tour.
A video summary has been produced which is worth a look.
Click here to watch.
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Don’t end up crying
over spilled billets

New workshops to help
tackle feral pests

Due care and attention to
minimising billet spillage on
roadways
is
essential
to
minimising risks for other road
users.

Feral animals cost the Queensland agriculture industry
hundreds of millions of dollars each and every year, so
producers need to know how they can efficiently and
successfully control these risks to their business.

According to the guidelines,
CANEGROWERS
2013
Guidelines for Loading of Sugar
Industry Cane Haulage Units for
Travel on Public Roads, the chain
of responsibility for loading starts
with the harvester operator filling
the haulage unit, and the operator of the haulage unit ensuring
that spillage of cane billets will occur.
No more than minimal cane billet spillage, as seen in the
accompanying photographs, will be tolerated by Transport and
Main Roads (TMR).

A new project has started to help landholders get ahead of the
game and access the most up-to-date tools to deal with pest
animals on their land.
Over the next 12 months, 50 one-day, no cost workshops will
be rolled out right across Queensland to train landholders in
chemical handling safety and the latest pest management
techniques, including best control methods for rats and feral
pigs.
The workshops are tailored for producers in a range of sectors,
including the cane industry, and are being delivered by
AgForce Projects with support from the Queensland Farmers
Federation, the Australian Government and the Queensland
Government.

Cane transported in these haulage units (as seen) must be
loaded in a manner such that hard billet material is unlikely to
be dislodged from the vehicle on public roads.

Upcoming workshops in North Queensland will be delivered by
Dr Jim Mitchell, a leading specialist in feral pig management.

Cane bins must be loaded in a manner such that the resulting
freeboard (the vertical distance between the top rail of the bin
and the lower edge of a cane peak) is sufficient to contain any
settling which, by nature of the trip, is likely to occur.

Eligible producers taking part in the workshops will qualify for a
chemical accreditation card for nationally recognized units of
training as well as a certificate of participation for the pest
animal management training.

Please note that any loss of cane billets is to be removed as
soon as possible by the vehicle operator or the contractor.
Failure to do so may subject the operator to liability for an
infringement notice.

In addition, the training offered through this project will provide
the community and government the confidence to support and
appreciate the role landholders play in producing food and
enhancing the environment.

Consideration should be made for loading variations affected
by cane billet length and cane variety. Haulage contractors
should test average fill weights to ensure haulage vehicle load
mass is not exceeded.

The workshops have started rolling out with the first round of
workshops on the Darling Downs and in Central Queensland
proving extremely popular.

In the case of trucks, B-doubles and semi-trailers, care must be
taken that there is no risk of spillage by ensuring that the load
will not spill over the top.
Ideally, no billets should be spilt on or near a public road
pavement area. In the event that any more than minimal
spillage of billets occurs (for whatever reason) the billets are .to
be removed as soon as possible by the vehicle operator and
contractor so that the billets no longer present a hazard for
other road users (such as motorcyclists).

The next workshops in Ayr, 22 November 2016
For more information and to register your interest in the
workshops, go to the AgForce Projects website –
www.agforceprojects.org.au – or call (07) 3238 6048.
The workshops are being delivered with Australian
Government Agriculture White Paper funding administered
through the Queensland Government.

TMR officers are advised of the difference between billets and
trash; however TMR does not wish to see excessive amounts
of leaf trash on roadways either, and enforcement action may
occur if this happens.
A copy of the guidelines can be found here.
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Agriculture recognises
importance of workplace safety

The Queensland government has launched its ad safety campaign to tackle the high injury and fatality rates in agriculture. The
radio, print and online campaign highlights the need for industry to continue improving its record on work safety.
Queensland Farmers’ Federation (QFF) President Stuart Armitage welcomed the government’s continued investment into
improving awareness of farm safety though the campaign.
“Safety in any workplace is vitally important. Continued government, industry and community discussion on how we all can do
better is essential to addressing bad practice and changing entrenched cultural attitudes to farm safety.”
“Sadly in our sector you don’t have to talk to too many people to uncover stories of on farm incidents and tragedy. It is heartening
however to see that in recent years improvements have been made throughout the sector.”
“The major theme of the ad safety campaign emphasises the disproportionate number of agricultural workplace deaths and
injuries. While it is important than we acknowledge this figure, it is also important to recognise that vast improvements have been
made.”
“Over the last five years, there has been a consistent annual reduction in the number of work-related injuries across the sector.
Since 2010–11, there has been a 65 per cent reduction in the rate for traumatic injury fatalities.”
“QFF encourage people working in our sector to heed the hard hitting message of the campaign and think about safety
improvement changes that can be made in their workplace.”
“It is up to both employers and employees to take the few extra seconds to stop and think about the risks that may well prevent
another tragic death.”
“QFF will continue to work with government, industry and the community to raise the awareness and importance of workplace
safety on Queensland farms.”
For more information, visit https://www.worksafe.qld.gov.au/agsafetycampaign/home or call 1300 362 128.

CANEGROWERS weather
The CANEGROWERS website features a weather section that by typing in your postcode will provide you with a seven day
forecast for your desired postcode along with a 12 month rainfall outlook, SOI information and sea surface temperatures. To see
the latest forecast for your postcode click here. This outlook is for Home Hill
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CANEGROWERS Queensland … taking up the
fight on all issues affecting cane farmers
For the week ending 1 November

Executive comment



The feature of the week was attendance at the National Farmer Federation National Congress in Canberra. The congress is
held every second year and the focus this year was on digital agricultural services. CANEGROWERS is a member of the
NFF. The strength and reputation of the NFF brand was in evidenced with keynote and panel presentations from a range of
high profile politicians and business people. These included, the Deputy Prime Minister Barnaby Joyce, Opposition Ag
spokesman Joel Fitzgibbon, MPs Derryn Hinch, Pauline Hanson, Bridgette Mackenzie, Keith Pitt, Craig Laundy and Fiona
Nash along with Twiggy Forrest (Fortescue Metals / ASA 100) and Anthony Pratt (Visy industries).

Trade



CANEGROWERS provided further information to the Department of Agriculture in relation to access to Japan for high pol
sugar.



CANEGROWERS is working with the Department of Agriculture on arrangements for the allocation of Australia’s quota
access to the US following ratification of the TPP agreement.

Electricity



CANEGROWERS participated in the Queensland Energy Industry Stakeholder Forum making the case that that electricity
prices for irrigators are too high. The central message to government is that efficient electricity tariffs will encourage changed
behaviour and reduce the need for network investment, a key price driver.



CANEGROWERS provided further feedback in and input to the proposed electricity trial before its expected submission for
Ministerial approval this week.

Reef Regulations



CANEGROWERS participated in a meeting held by Queensland Farmers’ Fedeation to discuss a Policy Options document
developed by Department of Environment and Heritage Protection (DEHP). The group was a subset of the Agriculture
Stakeholder Advisory Group (AgSAG) of which QCGO is a representative.



Concerns raised by the group were around the regulatory mechanism for requesting production and industry data. This was
in preparation for the joint meeting with the conservation sector working group on 31 October 2016.



There was agreement that it was important to attend the joint meeting with clear understanding of the agricultural sector’s
positioning on the proposed policy options.

Nitrogen roadmap



CANEGROWERS attended and presented at the Sugarcane Nitrogen Use Efficiency Workshop held by DEHP. Over 50
representatives from industry, R&D and government cane together to discuss current research in nitrogen use efficiency
(NUE). The meeting was attended by government, SRA, CSIRO, researchers and Cane Productivity Service organisations.



The meeting heard from DEHP and Office of Great Barrier Reef on policy, CSIRO about the scientific consensus statement
and Bernard Schroeder on the status of the Six Easy Steps Update. Presentations were also provided on N research
currently being undertaken by SRA on a nutrient management planning framework for the Wet Tropic; a NESP funded
project on Enhanced Efficiency Fertilisers and a research hypothesis by Phil Moody from DSITI on Property Management
Yield Potential.



There was a workshop on the top three NUE policy and implementation issues that need resolution and the need to increase
the uptake of 6 Easy Steps.



CANEGROWERS is working on developing the roadmap towards better alignment of N fertiliser inputs to crop requirements
based on the current science.
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Climate outlook by
Professor Roger Stone

The SOI phase for the end of October has been classified as being in a
‘Rapidly Falling Phase’.
The SOI to the end of October was close to Minus 4.5 (-4.5) putting this
recent phase within the comparatively rare (for this time of year) ‘Rapidly
Falling’ Phase category, which is a comparatively rare pattern for this time of
year. This situation also implies we have less confidence in the more
detailed station analysis results this month. SOI (phase) based outputs show
the most likely probability values are for below median rainfall probability for
most Queensland sugar regions but with higher values in northern NSW and
in some isolated far northern locations.

CANEGROWERS
Queensland …
taking up the fight
For the week ending
1 November

Transport



For the full November update click here.

CANEGROWERS
organised
and
participated with Department of Transport
and Main Roads representatives, in six
meetings between Mackay and Cairns to
update growers on the recently gazetted
options for access to public roads for overwidth agricultural vehicles. Given that the
crush is in full swing these were relatively
well attended.

Smartcane BMP



The
milestone
of 150 accredited
businesses was reached this week - 11%
of Queensland’s production area is now
accredited. We anticipate reaching 25% of
the production area during 2017.



Growers accredited for more than 12
months have received email reminders to
undertake their annual review of practices,
record-keeping and farm details. From
now on, accredited growers will receive
these reminders on each anniversary of
their accreditation, generated automatically
by the BMP data system.



The BMP program has contributed to
recent workshops on nitrogen use
efficiency. Of particular interest was the
planning
framework
for
nutrient
management developed for use in the Wet
Tropics (by Danielle Skocaj, Deb Telford
and Alan Hurney) - this provides growers,
and their advisors, with a practical way to
review
and
refine
their
nutrient
management consistent with each step in
the Six Easy Steps program.



The report from the independent
evaluation of the BMP program will be
finalised in the next few weeks – the
feedback from participating growers is very
positive.
There are challenges with
engaging those growers who are outside
the program, as well as encouraging those
many growers who are benchmarked in
the program but have yet to make a
commitment to seeking accreditation.
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Restructure, recover,
revitalise: Drought
Assistance
Concessional Loans

From 1 November, Drought Assistance Concessional Loans of
up to $1 million are available for drought-affected Queensland
producers looking to restock, restructure debt, invest in
drought preparedness activities and manage operating
expenses.
The loans are part of the Australian Government's Farm
Business Concessional Loans Scheme, replacing and building
upon
the
previous
Drought
Recovery
and
Drought Concessional Loans. Queensland has received an
initial allocation of $35 million which will help us assist even
more primary producers.

QFF things to know
1.

The ACCC report into the competition and fair trading
issues facing the horticulture and viticulture industries has
identified a number of areas of concern, particularly about
the Horticulture Code of Conduct. See the full report
HERE.

2.

Federal ALP agriculture spokesperson Joel Fitzgibbon has
criticised the NFF for being the flag bearer for the
government’s planned backpacker tax asking them to work
with him to get a better deal for farmers.

3.

More young Queensland farmers are investing in future of
agriculture with QRAA set to approve $100 million in
loans start up loans across 300 applicants over the next
12 months.

4.

The latest Agri Insights research from CBA suggests
farmers’ desire to support their industry’s advancement by
sharing data generally outweighs concerns about
competition from their neighbours. However, not all
farmers are sharing...

5.

See the latest QFF Energy Savers sugar cane and
pineapples case study from Bundaberg with a
potential 25% energy saving. See the latest agricultural
energy efficiency case studies HERE.



Feedback on the State Government’s planned approach to
minimise climate change impacts on local communities
and industries is no open. Have your say on
the Queensland Climate Adaptation Strategy HERE.

Key features of the loan include:





a concessional interest rate of 2.47%
10 year loan terms
interest-only repayments for the first five years

Under this scheme, even if you are not currently in a state
drought-declared area or on a BoM map, if your rural business
has been financially impacted by drought you may still be
eligible for this new assistance.
Our network of regionally based Client Liaison Officers are
ready to answer your questions and guide you through the
requirements and application. Resist the urge to self-assess
and Freecall 1800 623 946 to chat to our team.
More information available at www.qraa.qld.gov.au
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Pricing information
2016 Season Advances & Payments
as at 10 October 2016
$/tonne IPS
Initial
18 August 16*
20 October 16*
15 December 16
26 January 17
23 February 17
23 March 17
20 April 17
18 May 17
22 June 17
Final Payment

$267
$326
$368
$394
$443
$457
$484
$498
$512
$526
$554

% estimated
return

Waterfind Burdekin
Haughton WSS Water
Market Summary

80.0%
82.5%
87.5%
90.0%
92.5%
95.0%
100%

As at 12 October 2016

* paid
The Advance Program is a guide only. CANEGROWERS Burdekin takes no
responsibility for its accuracy. It only applies to growers who did not forward
price for 2015 (the default method). Growers who have forward priced for
2015 will be paid the same percentage of their final expected proceeds. For
individual advance rates check your grower forecast on the Wilmar website.

Allocations

Wilmar Indicative Future Sugar Prices
as at 4 November 2016
Gross

$/Tonne IPS
Net

2016 Season

$610

$590

2017 Season

$573

$553

2018 Season

$524

$504

2019 Season

$486

$466

Dam Storage

Estimated QSL Pool Prices
As at 14 October 2016
$/Tonne IPS
GROSS 2016
QSL Harvest Pool

$554

QSL Actively Managed Pool

$582

QSL Guaranteed Floor Pool

$471

The above information is provided by Waterfind.
The
information provided is of a general nature only and must not
be relied upon in substitution for professional advice.
Waterfind accepts no responsibility for the accuracy,
completeness or timeliness of any information provided. For
more information click here.

Burdekin Falls Dam Assessable Capacity Percentage

QSL US Quota Pool

$766

QSL 2-season Forward Pool

$478

2010

2011
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2014

2015

2016

89.8%

180

3 Nov 2016

160

QSL 3-season Forward Pool

2013

200

$502

140

%
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Growers can monitor QSL pool performance via the Price Pool Matrices
published on the QSL website (www.qsl.com.au). This information is updated
regularly and provides a sense of how the QSL-managed pools are performing
over the current season.
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Meeting

DATES TO
REMEMBER

John Hy Peake Room, Burdekin Shire Council
Tuesday 8th November 5pm

Sugar Industry Calendar
Click here

BPS & Farmacist shed meetings
Date

Time

Group

Venue

Would you like to

Mon 7th Nov

8:30

Osborne/Causeway/Iona

R Piva

advertise in

Mon 7th Nov

1:00

Down River/Ramsdens

N Pitris

Tue 8th Nov

8:30

Inkerman/Fredericksfield/Koolkuna

G MacElroy

Tue 8th Nov

1:00

Darvenezia/Groper Creek/Marshalls

B Santarossa

Mon 14th Nov

8:30

Millaroo/Dalbeg

W Ferguson

Tue 15th Nov

8:30

Giru/Shirbourne

D Poletto

Tue 15th Nov

1:00

Clare Club

Wed 16th Nov

8:30

Clare/Mulgrave
Selkirk/Haughton/Bartlett/Upper
Haughton

canenews?
Email
bdk@canegrowers.com.au

to receive more

SISL

information

Members are invited to the

Annual General Meeting
www.canegrowersburdekin.com.au

Tuesday 22nd November 2016
5.30pm
CANEGROWERS Hall,
Home Hill
Followed by BBQ & drinks
Guest Speaker:
Paul Schembri, CANEGROWERS Qld Chair

@BurdekinCANE

RSVP to 47903600 or email bdk@canegrowers.com.au for catering purposes

6% Discount
Exclusive offer to members
of CANEGROWERS
Burdekin

CANEGROWERS Burdekin Ltd
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Contact Us
canenews is read by the majority of Burdekin
cane farmers and their families in the Burdekin.
Copies are also circulated to all CANEGROWERS
Offices, businesses, industry, politicians,
Government Agencies and members of the
community.

HEAD OFFICE
141 Young Street, Ayr
bdk@canegrowers.com.au
Office Hours Mon - Thurs: 9am - 5pm
Fri: 9am - 3pm
4790 3600
PROJECT & TRAINING CENTRE
CANEGROWERS Hall,
68 Tenth Street, Home Hill
Debra Burden

General Manager

0417 709 435
4790 3603

Wayne Smith

Manager: Member Services

0428 834 802
4790 3604

Michelle Andrews

Manager: Finance & Admin

4790 3602

Tiffany Giardina

Payroll & Administration

4790 3601

Racheal Olsen

Solaris Insurance Brokers
Manager

JP (Qual)

4790 3605
0408 638 518

racheal_olsen@solarisinsurance.com.au

Mel De Domenico

Administration Officer

4790 3608

Email address: firstname_lastname@canegrowers.com.au
DIRECTORS
Phil Marano
Chair

marano@bigpond.com

0404 004 371

Owen Menkens
Deputy Chair

owen_menkens@hotmail.com

0409 480 179

Steven Pilla

spilla8@bigpond.com.au

0417 071 861

Roger Piva

rogerdpiva@gmail.com

0429 483 815

Sib Torrisi

sibbyt58@bigpond.com

0429 827 196

Greg Rossato

greg_rossato@outlook.com

0418 713 563

Published Weekly by:
CANEGROWERS Burdekin Limited
ABN:
Postal Address:
Telephone:
Facsimile:
Email:

43 114 632 325
PO Box 933, AYR QLD 4807
(07) 4790 3600
(07) 4783 4914
bdk@canegrowers.com.au

Please direct all advertising enquiries and materials

Disclaimer
In this disclaimer a reference to “CBL ”, “we”, “us” or “our”
means CANEGROWERS Burdekin Limited and our
directors, officers, agents and employees. This newsletter
has been compiled in good faith by CBL . Although we do
our very best to present information that is correct and
accurate, we make no warranties, guarantees or
representations about the suitability, reliability, currency or
accuracy of the information we present in this newsletter,
for any purposes.
Subject to any terms implied by law and which cannot be
excluded, we accept no responsibility for any loss,
damage, cost or expense incurred by you as a result of
the use of, or reliance on, any materials and information
appearing in this newsletter. You, the user, accept sole
responsibility and risk associated with the use and results
of the information appearing in this newsletter, and you
agree that we will not be liable for any loss or damage
whatsoever (including through negligence) arising out of,
or in connection with the use of this newsletter. We
recommend that you contact CBL before acting on any
information provided in this newsletter.

Burdekin Cane Auditors—Workplace Coordinators
Site

Name

Email

Phone

Inkerman

Vicki Lewis

vicki@burdekincaneaudit.com.au

4782 1020

Kalamia

Ray Collinson

ray@burdekincaneaudit.com.au

4783 0319

Pioneer

Geraldine Cantarella

geraldine@burdekincaneaudit.com.au

4782 5346

Invicta

Mark Saunders

mark@burdekincaneaudit.com.au

4782 9153

